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রাজক াগ - ফিয়াক াগ ফমিন - এর মুখ্পত্র
নবম ফিফজর্াল সংখ্যা
ওঁ পূ র্টমদঃ পূ র্টফমদং পূ র্টাৎ পূ র্টমুদচ্যকত।
পূ র্টসয পূ র্টমাদায় পূ র্টকমবাবফিষ্যকত।
ওঁ িাফতঃ িাফতঃ িাফতঃ।।
ওঁ
অখ্ণ্ডমণ্ডলাকারং বযাপ্তং দেন চ্রাচ্রম ।
তৎপদং দফিটতং দেন তস্মৈ শ্রীগুরকব নমঃ ।।

স উ প্রার্সয প্রার্ঃ
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Editorial
It has been two years since the COVID-19 pandemic toppled our lives and disrupted our routines. The years 2020
and 2021 have had a significant psychological and social effect on everyone around us. It won't be wrong to say
that the social distance and the security measures have affected the relationship among people and their perception
of empathy toward others. Like most of the global population, we Kriyāvāns too restricted ourselves from meeting
GuruBaba in person or organizing any sort of spiritual get-togethers that we normally have been doing for past so
many years. There was no way we could have acted otherwise because that was actually the demand of the time
then.
We recall that the last Guru Purnima celebration that we all had was in the year 2019. The following two years we
had to withhold the celebration because of Covid-19. Though we wanted so much, yet we were forced to celebrate
the much-awaited annual Guru Purnima celebrations virtually. Thanks to the technology we have these days, we
were at least able to assemble remotely and offer our obeisance to our GuruBaba.
Not all Kriyāvāns are tech-savvy, and initially it was a challenge to bring people together on these virtual meetings
so that everyone could listen to the speech of our revered GuruBaba. However, as they say, “When we allow
ourselves to adapt to different situations, life is easier.” Gradually, all of us became accustomed to these virtual
calls, and the most important and happiest thing about these calls were that we got to see our venerated GuruBaba
virtually and hear his valuable words that he had to share with all of us, including answering questions to so many
of our Kriyāvāns.
This year, it gives us immense pleasure to note that after a long interval of two years, we are all set once again to
celebrate Guru Purnima in person with our GuruBaba and all our Kriyāvān brothers and sisters. However, let's
keep this fact in our mind that Corona has not left our planet yet; and so, for the safety of all the people around us,
let's stick to the preventive masks that we have been using so far.
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পক্র

োয়। আর েপদ দকান আধযাপিক গুরু থাযকন তযব দসই

পক্রয়া’ই গুরু। েপদও শাস্ত্রমযত বলা িযয়যি

গুরুময় িযয় থাকযতই ভাযলাবাযস। পকন্তু গুরুময় মাযন গুরুর

গুরুই ব্রহ্মা, পবষ্ণু, মযিশ্বর। এমনপক গুরুযক

দদিযকই ভাযলাবাসা নয়। দদিযক ভাযলাবাসা িযলা র্ড়ভাব

পরব্রহ্ম বলা িযয়যি। সাধন র্গযতর দে দকান আধযাপিক

দসইর্নয লাপিড়ী বাবা বযলপিযলন পক্রয়াই গুরু অথজাৎ র্যড়া

সাধনা’ই দিাক না দকন সাধক তার আিবু পি মত দে দকান

ভাব দথযক মুক্ত িযত িযব।
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আধযাি সাধনার পযথ দে দকউ এপগযয় আসযব তাযক দভযব
পনযত িযব দে সাধক িযে র্ীবািা আর সাধয িযেন
পরমািা। গুরু পরমািার পদবয ভাযবর প্রকাশ মাে। গুরু সঙ্গ
করযল কতপা, জ্ঞান, ভপক্ত ও আদযশজর এক প্রবাি মানু যষ্র
অনু ভূপতযত আযস।
আধযাি সাধযকর সব সময় মযন রাখা উপচ্ৎ দকান পকিু যত
অন্ধভাযব েু ক্ত িওয়া আধযাপিক পযথ বাধা িয় এবং এযত
উভযয়ই েপত িয়। পক্রয়া দোগসাধনায় প্রযতযক সাধযকরই
পনর্ পনর্ দদবত্ব উপলপি করযত িযব এবং মানপসক শপক্তযত
পূ র্জতা লাভ কযর পনর্ পনর্ সমসযার সমাধান করযত িযব।
পক্রয়াবানরা েপদ গুরুর শপক্তযত আঁকযড় দথযক তাঁর সািােয
ও পনযদজযশর অযপোয় থাযক তখন গুরুযকও পপিু টাযন পড়যত
িয় ফযল পতপন দে আধযাপিক শপক্ত ও সমতা লাভ কযরযিন
তাযত পবঘ্ন ঘযট। কাযলর পনযদজযশ পতপন আপনা দথযকই
উপেু ক্ত পক্রয়াবাযনর সঙ্গ দদন। অযন্ধর মত অনু পযোগী
পক্রয়াবান দথযক পতপন মুক্ত আিেু ক্ত পক্রয়াবানযকই প্রাধানয
দদন।

(Translation)
Guru-Disciple Talk – Gurudeva Dr. Sudhin Ray
In the practice of Kriya Yoga, Lahiri Baba has said
that Kriya alone is Guru. Although according to the
scriptures, the Guru is - Brahma, Vishnu, and
Maheshwar. Guru is also called Para brahma.

Whoever progresses on the path of spiritual
practice has to know that the seeker is the jivatama
(spark of the divine under the illusion of Maya),
and his aim is to attain the Supreme Soul
(parmaatma). The Guru is just the manifestation of
the divine light of the Supreme Soul. By living in
the company of a realized Master (by following the
instructions of the Guru), a stream of His grace,
knowledge, devotion and ideals flow into the
realization of the seeker.
A spiritual devotee should always remember that
blindly engaging in something obstructs his
spiritual progress, and harms both. In Kriya Yoga,
each devotee has to realize their divinity and solve
their problems by attaining perfection in mental
power.
If the Kriyāvān waits for help and guidance –
clinging only to the spiritual power of the Guru
(i.e., not practicing the Kriya himself), then the
Guru also has to come down from his spiritual level
to help him, and because of this the Guru's acquired
spiritual power and ability gets exhausted
unnecessarily.
By getting direction from Kaal (the other name of
the Supreme soul who governs the time), Guru
automatically helps the appropriate Kriyāvān. He is
ever free, unattached from unworthy disciples, and
gives priority to the worthy Kriyāvān who is an
honest seeker (i.e., engaged in Kriya with devotion
every day).

RYKYM Guru Lineage
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If a seeker follows a certain kind of spiritual
practice, it has often been seen that he gets attached
to the form of the deity(s) of his sadhana due to his
limited spiritual awareness, and he gets stuck there.
If the seeker has a spiritual master, then he wishes
to absorb himself in the devotion of the Master. The
meaning of devotion/surrender to the Master is not
to fall in love with his physical identity. The
attachment to the Master's physical form is a sign

of inertia in spiritual progress. That is why Lahiri
Baba has said, 'Kriya alone is Guru', meaning one
has to attain freedom from this inertia.
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“The Light within”
- Sudeep Chakravarty

E

very Kriyāvān wants to realize that supreme
truth through Kriya sadhana. He longs to
see that divine light constantly, a glimpse of
which was shown by Gurudev at the time of Kriya
Diksha. Those who are constantly engaged in
spiritual practice and maintain contact with
Gurudev must have felt His grace in some way or
the another. All sincere Kriyāvāns must have
experienced it.
Getting initiated into the guru lineage of Kriya
Yoga is the most important juncture of a seeker's
spiritual journey. Some Kriyāvāns get initiation
without much effort, while some have to wait for
their turn. According to Gurudev, there must be a
past karmic bond for a disciple to get accepted in
the Guru lineage. At the time of initiation, the light
that the disciple sees is the light of his soul, of
which he remains completely ignorant. When the
spiritual power of the Guru activates his third eye,
it is only then that he realizes that he is an eternal
flame.

as the sun's rays enters through the windows in the
morning.
Our brain interprets light when the ganglion cells
are activated. The colour or form experienced by
the brain at this time is known as phosphenes. The
most common phosphenes are dispersed blobs of
different colours that move with rubbing.
Knowing this fact, the question may be cropping up
in your mind whether we saw the light of the Self
at the time of initiation or if it was due to just a
common scientific phenomenon.
The answer is simple. If light can be seen only by
pressing the eyes, then why can't we see the light
every time during yoni mudra. Or why does an
advanced Kriyāvān feel a beam of light above his
eyebrows, even in a dark room? Modern science
may take some more time to find answers to all
these questions, but a sincere Kriyāvān knows that
the light he has experienced will always be with
him.

Just as the sun is always shining in the sky, but we
cannot see it because of the clouds; similarly, the
light of the soul is within us all the time, but due to
the veil of ignorance, we cannot see it. At the time
of initiation, Gurudev removes this veil of
ignorance with his power for some time and gives
us a glimpse of the divine light. However, doubts
about this light remain in the minds of some new
practitioners, especially those with scientific
inclinations. The question is bound to arise: Is there
any scientific explanation for this light?
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Talking about modern science, the presence of light
can definitely be experienced by pressing or
rubbing the eyes. The ganglion cells in the retina
get activated by applying pressure to the pupils
(eyeballs). In the same way, external light also
activates the ganglion cells. So, we can tell with
closed eyes whether the light bulb is switched on or
not, or when we get up and sit in our beds as soon
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प्रश्न उठिा स्िाभाकिक भी है कक आत्खर इस प्रकाि की

(Hindi Translation)
हममें से प्रत्येक साधक किया साधिा के द्वारा उस परम

क्या कोई िैज्ञाकिक व्याख्या है?

तत्ि की अिुभूकत करिा चाहता है। उस कदव्य प्रकाि को

आधुकिक किज्ञाि की अगर बात करें तो आँखों को दबािे

किरं तर दे खिे की चाह रखता है शजसकी एक झलक
गुरुदे ि िे किया दीक्षा के समय कदखाई थी। जो कियािाि
किरं तर साधिा में लगे हुए है और गुरुदे ि से अपिा सम्पकक
बिाये हुए है उिको ककसी ि ककसी प्रकार से गुरु कृपा की
अिुभूकत अिश्य ही हुई होगी। एक किष्ठािाि कियािाि
को कोई अिुभि ि हुआ हो ऐसा संभि िहीं है |
मैंिे बहुत कियािािो को उत्साह के साथ दीक्षा लेते दे खा
है। कुछ कियािािो को अिायास ही दीक्षा कमल जाती है
जबकक कुछ को प्रतीक्षा करिी पड़ती है। गुरुदे ि के
अिुसार कबिा कार्ममक बंध के कोई भी शिष्य, गुरु

या रगड़िे पर एक प्रकाि की अिुभूकत अिश्य ही होती
है। आँखों की पुतशलयों पर दबाि पड़िे से गक्ललओं सेल,
जो रे कटिा में पाई जाती है, सकिय हो जाती है। िाह्य
प्रकाि भी गक्ललओं सेल को सकिय करती है, इसीशलए
आंख बंद करके भी हम बता सकते है की कमरे में लाइट
जल रही है या िहीं। गक्ललओं सेल सकिय होिे पर हमारा
मत्स्तष्क प्रकाि का अिुभि करता है। इस समय जो रं ग
या रूप मत्स्तष्क के द्वारा अिुभि ककये जाते है उसे
किज्ञाि फोस्फेिे के िाम से जािता है। सबसे आम
फोस्फेिे, अलग-अलग रं गों के फैले हुए बूँदें होते हैं जो

परम्परा से िहीं जुड़ता है। दीक्षा के समय शिष्य को जो

रगड़ के साथ गकत करते हैं।

प्रकाि कदखाई दे ता है िह उसकी आत्मा का प्रकाि है,

इस तथ्य को जािकर िायद आपके भी मि में यह प्रश्न

शजससे िह पूर्क रूप से अिशभज्ञ रहता है। जब गुरु की
आध्यात्त्मक िकक्त से उसका तीसरा िेत्र सकिय हो जाता
है, तभी उसे ज्ञात होता है कक िह एक िाश्वत प्रकाि है।
शजस प्रकार सूयक सदै ि आकाि में चमकता रहता है पर
बादलों के कारर् हम उसे िहीं दे ख पाते, उसी प्रकार
आत्मा का प्रकाि भी हर समय हमारे साथ रहता है पर
अज्ञाि के पदे के कारर् हम उसे िहीं दे ख पाते। दीक्षा के
समय गुरुदे ि अपिी िकक्त से कुछ समय के शलए इस
अज्ञाि के पदे को हटाकर हमें उस कदव्य प्रकाि का दिकि
करिाते हैं। पर इस प्रकाि को लेकर बहुत सारे ििदीत्क्षत कियािािो के मि में िंका बिी रहती है। जो लोग

उत्पन्न हो सकता है कक क्या िास्ति में आत्मा का प्रकाि
दे खा था या िो एक आम िैज्ञाकिक घटिा है?
उत्तर सीधा है। अगर आँखों के दबािे से ही प्रकाि को
दे खा जा सकता तो हमें योकि मुद्रा के समय हर बार
प्रकाि के दिकि क्यों िहीं होते| एक उन्नत साधक को
अँधेरे कमरे में भी भौंहों के ऊपर एक प्रकाि पुंज का
अिुभि क्यों होता है | इि सबका उत्तर आधुकिक किज्ञाि
को ढू ँढ़िे में िायद कुछ और िक्त लगेगा, पर एक
कियािाि को पता है शजस प्रकाि का अिुभि उसिे कर
शलया है िो सदै ि के शलए उसे साथ ही रहेगी |
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A Spiritual Memoir
- Papia Chatterjee

In the above context I wish to share a strange
dream that I had last year and when I shared the
same with our Gurubaba, he asked me to write
about it, and share with others too. Therefore, I
decided to talk about it here in this article.
I would like to mention that I was initiated into
Kriyāyoga by our revered Gurubaba in the year
2015. It was only after 2015 that I got to know
about our Guru lineage and about our
Gurubaba's Guru – Sri Maheshwari Prasad
Dubey or Dubey Baba as we know him. Dubey

Volume 3: Issue 2

He was in a spotless white Kurta-Pyjama and
had a strange halo of bright light emanating
from his body. His eyes were open, and he had
a strange sparkle in his eyes and a subtle smile
on his face. He was the only one out of all the
Kriyāvāns who was able to see me because all
others were sitting with their eyes closed.
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I've often heard that when one does kriya yoga
diligently with complete devotion and
surrender, he receives his/her Guru's grace,
including the blessings of other Gurus in the
Guru lineage. Apart from this, sometimes the
Guru or the other enlightened masters
themselves come down to check the kriya
practice of such sincere Kriyāvāns. It's not
always necessary that a Kriyāvān may get the
indication or the experience of the same but
irrespective of this fact, the enlightened masters
or Gurus always keep their eyes on us; and if
we are fortunate enough, we can surely get the
indication of the same. However, the only ask
from a Kriyāvān is his/her complete faith,
belief and dedication towards the practice of
Kriya – something, which is an unspoken
commitment that a Kriyāvān pledges to
himself/herself during kriya initiation.

Baba left his physical body in the year 2004,
much before I was initiated into Kriya Yoga, so
there was no way I could have met him in
person or known anything about him closely.
Talking about my dream that I mentioned
earlier, I dreamt that I was inside a moving train
bogie that was pretty lengthy and spacious. The
entire area inside the bogie was bathed in milky
white light, and that light was so powerful as if
hundreds of white LED bulbs were glowing.
The bogie area inside was sparkling clean and
all the train windows had fixed glasses similar
to the AC train windows. Even in my dream
state, I could feel immense peace and
contentment in that environment. On every
berth inside that train bogie, I could see
Kriyāvāns sitting in Sukhasana or Padmasana
posture with their eyes closed, buried in deep
kriya practice. Each Kriyāvān was in deep
Pranayama, and the whistling sound of their
combined breaths was so clear and loud, that it
echoes in my ears even to this day. Everyone's
eyes were closed; however, I was sitting with
my eyes wide open and was looking at others
with lots of inquisitiveness in my mind. I was
seated on the right lower berth, on the side that
has six berths. Right opposite to my seat, on the
side lower berth I could see Dubey Baba sitting
in Padmasana.
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Guru is always like a GPS in our
spiritual journey. He will never allow
us to get lost in our spiritual journey
and will always help us to reach our destination
safely.
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Strangely, even in my dream I knew that he
was Dubey Baba and I decided to ask him that
what kind of a strange train it is. When I asked
him this question, he smiled at me and gave
me a very bizarre answer that this is a train of
kriyāvāns, and all are headed to one
destination. Soon after my dream ended, and I
woke up.
This was a very different and a strange dream
for me; there were quite some questions that
were floating in my mind when I woke up in the
morning. First, I saw Dubey Baba in my dream
and had a conversation with him, though in
reality I had never talked, discussed, or thought
about him. In fact, to be honest, my knowledge
about him was restricted only to our RajYoga
KriyaYoga Mission's Website where his
description is mentioned under our Guru
lineage, and a little through his book - the Kriya
Yoga Rahasya. Second, I was trying to think
that what could have been the reason of this
sudden unrelated dream that I dreamt.

As always, for anything that bothers me there's
only one way to calm my mind, and that is to
talk to Gurubaba and seek answers to my
queries, like the most of us. So, I told Gurubaba
about my strange dream. He said, " বাি! তুপম
দু যব বাবাযক দদযখি ...এটা দতা খুব ভাযলা!" (Wah!
You have seen Dubey Baba…that's very good).
I then asked him that is this some kind of
illogical dream that we dream most of the
times, or does it have any significance. He then
told me that obviously it had a meaning, but he
will tell me more about it only later. He also
added that since I have been doing Kriya
regularly, therefore he may have appeared in
my dream.
Anyway, whatever the reason may have been,
but that dream is etched in my memory forever.
Generally, we tend to forget any unrelated
dream soon after we wake up, but this dream is
fresh in my memory even to this day with all
the visual and aural details, as if I dreamt
yesterday.
अज्ञािकतकमरा्धस्य ज्ञािाञ्जििालाकया ।
चक्षुरु्मीशलतं येि तस्मै श्रीगुरिे िमः॥
ajñānatimirāndhasya jñānāñjanaśālākayā ।
cakṣurunmīlitaṁ yena tasmai śrīgurave
namaḥ॥
(Salutations to the Guru Who Removes the
Darkness of Ignorance from our Blind Eyes by
applying the Collyrium of the Light of
Knowledge. Obeisance to that Guru by whom
the eyes have been opened.)
May our GuruBaba's grace be upon each one of
us!
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Sri Maheshwari Prasad Dubey
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Spiritual Quest
- Vikash Sharma
THE DIVINE PLAY OF MOTHER KALI TO TAKE ME TO MY SPIRITUAL MASTER
(GURU- A DIVINE GUIDANCE TO MY SPIRITUAL QUEST)
SHREE GANESHAYA NAMAHA
SHREE GURUBHYO NAMAHA
OM NAMO BHAGAVATE VASUDEVAYA

Since childhood there was a spiritual quest within
me and during my childhood days, I used to
worship many Gods and Goddesses, especially
attracted towards Mother Kali- The Divine Mother
of the universe. All alone, I used to worship Mother
Kali with great devotion and affection, as if my
own mother.
When I was around 14 years old, I got a calendar
of Mother Kali as a gift. It was not a mere calendar
for me, as if the Divine Mother has given a
response to my” call of Devotion”. I used to
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“Tumi
Nityananda
Swaroopini,
Bramhananda Swaroopini”.

Tumi

A constant bliss was flowing from the Mother Kali
towards me in the form of joy and blessings.
When I attained the age of 15, a desire was born
within my heart to worship the Mother in the form
of an idol/statue:
“OSHORIRI SHAKTI TUMI,
TOMAY KEMON KORE

DEKHBO

DEKHI TOMAY PATHOR DIYE, KALO
RANGER MOORTI GHORE”
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I give my humble salutations to Sri Sri Shyama
Charan Lahiri Mahasaya and to my entire GuruLineage.

worship Mother in the calendar image with great
Devotion and affection and was very happy in the
world of spiritual ecstasy. The Divine Mother was
giving immense joy and happiness to me:
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I give my humble salutations to my Guru Sri Sri
Dr. Sudhin Ray and Gurumata Shrimati Sujata Ray.
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I desired to worship Divine Mother in the
manifested form of an idol but at that time my
family did not support my idea and advised me to
worship the mother in the calendar itself.
At that time, I felt that this world is trying to
separate me from my Divine Mother and as a child
I complained to Mother Kali regarding this worldly
attitude, which does not give space to the Divine
relationship of the Divine Mother and her child
Devotee.
As a child, I could not do anything because neither
I was having any earnings not any money, So I just
prayed to my Mother and went back to my English
tuition. When I came back from my tuition class,
my mother was cooking food within the kitchen, So
I approached to my mother and asked for some
food. The mood of my mother seems to be little
disturbed, and she replied in a croaked voice “Go
to the puja room, something is waiting for you. I
can’t understand the disturbed behaviour of my
mother but in silence I visited to the puja room and
saw the idol of Mother Kali, I was shocked and I
moved forward and hugged the statue of Mother
Kali with tears in my eyes and then I went back to
my mother in the kitchen and enquired about the
statue, She informed me that the landlady had
visited to the “DOL-MELA”,(a fair held during the
days of HOLI festival) at DOLTALA; last day, and
from there she had brought this statue for me:“ANTARA BAHIRE, NUPUR DHAWNI SUNI
SHYAMA ELO KI MOR SHYAMA ELO KI”.
The Divine Mother has entered into my life by
making divine sounds of her divine anklets.
Now, my faith on the Divine Mother tightened its
grip in my mind.
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My maternal grandfather, an orthodox Brahmin,
used to worship Mother Durga (Shakti) and was
very well versed in “CHANDI PATH”.
So, one day I got a chance and sat with him to learn
the recitation of “Sri Sri Chandi”. Two hours
elapsed, but I could not pronounce a single word
even after constant efforts. My maternal
grandfather got enraged upon me and took the
“CHANDI PATH”, book and spatted it on my head
and said “you are impious, you have done intense
bad deeds in your past births and even your paternal
ancestors had not committed good deeds and that is
why due to your prarabdha karmas, you are unable
to recite a single name of the Divine Mother. He
further added that due to my past deeds “Goddess
of speech” has taken away all her blessings from
me and that is why I would not be able to recite,
“Shri Sri Chandi”, ever in my life.
This enraged attitude of my grandfather brought
tears in my eyes and I just picked-up the “chandi
path”, book and ran away from there to the temple
of Mother Kali (near Hindmotor Railway Station),
even forgot to wear the slippers. In the heat of the
scorching sun, I was running on the road without
any slippers towards the temple of the Divine
Mother. As soon as I reached the temple, I stood in
front of the statue of Mother Kali and I started
crying like a child who have lost his mother in this
unknown world and with a deep intense heartbroken feeling, I put several questions to the Divine
Mother.
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[WORSHIP OF DIVINE MOTHER IN THE
MANIFESTED FORM-SAKAAR ROOPA]

I used to worship the statue of Mother Kali on daily
basis with great devotion, I also started observing
Navaratri fast (nine days fast in the honour of
Goddess shakti) and visited to Dakshineswar
Temple, to pay homage and respect to Mother Kali.
The spiritual journey continued in the same fashion
for another one year. One day, an intense desire
aroused in my mind to glorify the mother with the
“CHANDI PATH”, (A Divine recitation of 700
shlokas in the honour of Devi shakti), but I did not
know the rules of recitation and pronunciation at
all. Therefore, I decided to visit to my maternal
grandfather, to learn the recitation of “Sri Sri
Chandi”.
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Oh Mother! You are Adi -shakti, the divine energy
which is beyond mind, body and consciousness, but
still, I want to see you through my eyes in the form
of an idol-

Anweshan

(Note: - The subtle energy in the food has a
direct impact on your mind).
I went back to home and got engaged in my daily
routine of study and work.
The day doesn’t seem to be good enough for me
and at the end of the day I was also feeling very
tired and prayed to Mother to give her blessings, so
that I can recite her names.
After 3-4 days, when I was sleeping in the night,
suddenly my tongue started recitation of the verses
from “shri shri chandi”:
“Ya devi sarvabhuteshu shakti rupena
samsthita
Namastasyai, Namastasyai, Namastasyai,
Namo Namaha”.
I could not understand what was happening with
me, I was in a half-conscious state and my tongue
automatically started the recitation of Devi Suktam,
as if Mother Kali has offered her divine tongue to
me. This was the Divine gift of Mother Kali to me
in the form of divine tongue (A boon of power of
speech)
[Note: - khecarī Mudra is not achieved by curling
the tip of the tongue only. The Subtle
purpose of khecarī Mudra is to bring the devotee
into the state of universal awareness of God.
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Now I started practising "Shri Shri Chandi"
regularly and pronunciation started coming to me
automatically and easily, as if the Divine mother is
herself teaching me the "Chandi Path". I also
realised who else can teach me the "Chandi Path",
other than Chandi herself. This continued for two
years, and I used to wake up at around 4:00 AM
and sit all alone in the puja room without informing
anyone in the house, I used to recite Chandi infront
of the Divine Mother.
After two years, Kali Puja at our home took the
expanded form and a big statue of Mother Kali was
installed at our home on the day of BhadraAmavasya and the worship of the mother continued
for 3 -4 years with grand rituals.
Now I attained the age of 22, completed my
graduation and decided to pursue higher studies
and I moved on into my life.
Suddenly, I started getting different visions of
Gods and Goddesses, within my body and I could
not understand what was happening to me.
Suddenly, I saw a Goddess on my navel which I
later come to know as Goddess Gayatri. When I
used to get these visions, I used to get frightened.
One day I was walking towards Hindmotor railway
station for my way to Kolkata, and I suddenly saw
the different circles of Golden light within my
spinal cord and I can hear the sounds of blast. I was
shivering and frightened. Neither I was able to
understand my situation, nor I was able to explain
it to anyone.
One day when I was coming back from my tuition,
I took a bus, from Dalhousie Bakultala mode to
Howrah Railway Station, suddenly there occurred
a blast in my brain and I can see Golden light
around me, and I was completely withdrawn from
the outside world (State of pratyahara). These
experiences were increasing day by day. I was
becoming more and more frightened. My
psychological fears were increasing, and I visited
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The priest came out from the temple and gave little
bit of prasad (holy offerings) to me, which I ate
sitting aside in a corner, immediately the prasad of
the divine mother created a cooling effect and my
agitated mind immediately got relaxed.

As a devotee of Mother Kali, I must say that one
needs the blessings of the Mother Kali to
achieve the khecarī Mudra].
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I was standing in front of the statue of Mother Kali
and asked questions to Mother, “Oh Mother! What
bad deeds I have committed that I am unable to
recite your divine names and if it is so that I won’t
be able to recite your names in this very life, then
what is the purpose of my life, because it is all you,
Oh Mother! If I won’t be able to take your names
and call you with devotion, you may immediately
take away my prana (life-breath) and put an end to
my life, Oh Mother!

Anweshan

to so many doctors to trace my problem but no one
could make out properly what had happened to me.

continuous one year, as if death was approaching to
me, but I continued my search for Guru.

Fortunately, one day I met Dr. Pahari (a disciple of
Sri Sri Dr.Sudhin Ray) and he started my treatment.
After one or two visits to him, he immediately said
to my mother that "Time has come for his initiation,
Guru-Diksha", but neither my family took Dr.
Pahari seriously and nor Dr. Pahari informed us at
that time that he is a disciple of Dr. Sudhin Ray.

One day I was sitting in my tuition class at
Dalhousie, and I was completely withdrawn from
the surroundings (state of pratyahara) and felt that
some force in guiding me to someone and suddenly
I typed "Spiritual Guru" on the internet and at once
I got the name of the Dr. Sudhin Ray. I immediately
rang him up and talked to him over the phone. I just
talked to him for around 3 minutes and even
without meeting him in person, I accepted him as
my Guru, as if his voice has created an impact on
my mind, as if his few words have had an
enchanting impact on my mind: -

One day I visited to Abhedananda Ashram at
Hatibagan, Kolkata and requested Maharaj for my
initiation. He advised me to come next day. I
decided to take sanyāsa and went to Maharaj but
suddenly my attachment towards my worldly
mother stopped me and Maharaj said "you are not
destined to get sanyāsa Diksha, you will get your
Guru soon and your Sādhanā will begin and remain
at home. The sanyasi gifted me a book named
"Doctrine of Karma" written by Swami
Abhedananda.
This perplexed situation of mine continued for
another one year and I was running here and there,
ashrams to ashrams, to get my Guru but I meet so
many spiritual practitioner but no one could
achieve the place of Guru within my heart.
A spiritual lady (my neighbour) has come to my
house and said the same thing "Time has come for
his initiation ceremony". She advised me to take
Mantra Diksha under her Guru- lineage of Mehi
Paramhansa. But I said "No, I am not meant for
Mantra Diksha". My Guru is somebody else and he
is waiting for me. I remained disturbed for
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"Guru Vakya Mantra Moolam".
The voice of Dr. Sudhin Ray over the phone
induced a calming effect on my burning heart.
I had not eaten any food or anything for last 3-4
days, but I immediately started my journey to
Uttarpara, Sakher Bazar Ashram (near Ganga
River) to meet my master. But I found it closed
and when I rang him up again, he informed me that
he was at CMC, at his residence and soon he will
be leaving for Kolkata. My all money ran out and I
was not having a single Paise to hire a ride and
since I did not eat anything since last 3-4 days, I
was becoming extremely fatigued. I prayed to God,
with tears in my eyes, and asked him to give me
strength to reach my Guru because I did not want
to miss this opportunity which has arrived in my
life after so much suffering.
I gathered my entire strength and confidence
immediately and started running towards CMC and
when I reached at the door of my Guru's house, I
was completely breathless. I was pressing the
calling bell continuously and suddenly a gentleman
opened the door dressed in white, with a gentle
smile on his face and his silver-grey hairs were
floating in the air. As soon as I saw him, I felt that
God has taken a fatherly figure and has appeared in
front of me to take away all my pains and
sufferings.
I was Breathless and shouted in a croaked voice
"Apni, Apni ki Dr. Sudhin Ray, Apni ki Gurudev?
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I started getting vision of great sages like Adi
Shankaracharya, Sri Ramkrishna paramhansa,
Swami Vivekananda, Sarada Ma and so on. I was
completely perplexed and could not understand
what was happening to me. I visited to so many
Ashrams
like
Belur
Math,
ISCKON,
Bramhakumaris, Abhedananda Ashram, Bala Ram
Mandir (BAG-BAZAR) and so many other.
But I did not get any solution.
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(Note:-I will always be thankful to Dr. Pahari
for his extended help to me in my spiritual
journey. He is now my Guru Bhai).
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He replied with a nod, yes, and I expressed my
intense felling of joy and said in an enthusiastic
voice “Ei toh peye geychi” (Yes, I have got my
Guru). The moment of first meeting with my Guru
(master) cannot be explained, there was no words,
his shining eyes, beautiful smile was already giving
a calming effect to my mind, and I had a feeling of
Divine intoxication. The mere presence of my Guru
took away all my pains and agonies, which one can
feel only in the presence of a self-realised master.

I am blessed that God and my dearest mother Maa
Kali has brought this divine moment into my life.
The divine play of the Mother Kali was now
understood. The universal Mother Kali has played
her divine Leela (the divine play) to take me to my
spiritual master for my spiritual progress. I am
blessed and thankful to my Guru who accepted me
as his disciple and dispelled out the darkness of
ignorance within me.
Ultimately, the sacred day came into my life and
with all my preparation, I visited to my master’s
house on the day of Kartik Poornima, which was
my birthday. I got initiation from my master into
Kriya Yoga Meditation on this very pious day.
The word Poornima is composed of two syllables
"Poorna" which means complete and "Anima"
which means aura. This Poornima completely
changed my aura, and I was completely
changed aften my initiation by my Guru.
May god bring this Poornima and Guru initiation
into the life of every spiritual seeker.
I would like to conclude over here with the saying
great saint Kabir Dasji: -

"Tad viddhi pranipatena pariprasnena sevaya
upadeksyanti te jnanam jnaninas tattva
darsinah".
"Learn the Truth, by approaching a spiritual
Master. Inquire from him with reverence and
render service unto him. Such an enlightened saint
can impart knowledge unto you because he has
seen the Truth".
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Pranam to Gurudev and Guru Maa.
"OM AKHANDA MANDALA KARAM
VYAPTAM YENA CHARACHARAM.
TAD PADANG DARSHITAM YENA,
TASMAI SHREE GURUVE NAMAHA".
(With love and gratitude to all kriya brothers and
sisters).
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In Srimad Bhagavad Gita, chapter- 4, sloka- 34,
Shri Krishna advised: -

Even if the whole Earth is transformed into paper
with all the Big trees made into pens and if the
entire water in the Seven oceans are transformed
into writing Ink, even then the glories of the Guru
cannot be written. So much is the greatness of the
Guru.
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The relationship of Guru and disciple is a very
divine relationship and ultimately cosmos brought
this moment into my life.

"SAB DHARTI KAGAJ KARU, LEKHNI
SAB BANRAY
SAAT SAMUNDER KI MASI KARU, GURU
GUN LIKHA NA JAAY".

Anweshan

Mind & Sprituality
- Saket Srivastava
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Fortunately, the science of Kriya Yoga
disseminated into the world by the heavenly Lahiri
Mahaśaya for salvation of the ordinary
householders is the art of cessation of mind. Now
an important question arises as to why so much
importance has been laid on mind by the realized
masters since ages. To understand this, one has to
observe the mind very deeply as there is nothing
like my mind or your mind or their minds but only
the human mind as has beautifully been stated by
Jiddu Krishnamurti in his following words“Consciousness of one is the consciousness of all,
as the world is you and you are the world.” So,
if one can know oneself completely, one shall
definitely come to know the mystery of Evolution.
Such realization would fill him with compassion
for all creations of Mother Nature and not for just
man alone. It is because he shall come to know that
he and others alike are composed of the same
particles of which the entire creation is composed
of- termed soul by the realized masters- which is
but a matter of absolute realization. Such
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It is stated further that only when one is precisely
in this very moment is he total and therefore not
split under the influence of duality, as only in the
here and now, mind, that is but the chief instrument
of duality and resultant conflicts, ceases to be.
However, it is almost impossible for man to stay in
the moment or here and now since he lives only in
memories and imaginations, the same being inborn
to a certain extent but largely a resultant of
conditioning (of mind) for ages that makes him
behave in a fixed pattern of trying to become
something at some point of time from what he
actually is in the present and therefore never
remaining total in the present. Such memories

always keep him anchored to the past and all his
thoughts being primarily response to such
memories, influence his present as well or in other
words such present gets contaminated by the past.
Not only does the past contaminate the now but the
imaginations which are but future extensions of his
thoughts in the present, too get contaminated. If
keenly observed, such present is but extension of
the same past brought into present with or without
modifications. Does this mean that then all thinking
and/or lectures on spirituality are but a fuss? Yesso far this author’s little understanding goes; and no
wonder Gurudev cautions from being caught into
scriptures, books or literatures on spirituality as no
literature on Earth can ever teach man the art of
cessation of mind or entering the no-mind state,
which is but the gateway to knowing oneself
completely.
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E

ven before enquiring into the relationship
between mind and spirituality, it is
important to understand as to what
spirituality is and whether mind has any role to play
in it. By the grace of the holy Master, it is stated
that so long as mind is, man can never enter the
dimension termed spirituality by the realized
masters. Spirituality has nothing to do with
organized religions, as organized religion is but a
by-product of the same mind that has nothing to do
with spirituality. In fact, it has been realized that
spiritual life of man does not begin till his entering
the state of Samadhi, which this writer has no
realization of up till now. However, by the grace of
the Master it is stated that in such a state man
mustn’t be in the dimension of duality but in the
dimension where consciousness of the physical
ceases to be and the soul consciousness awakens so
that sadhak becomes one with the Universal or
becomes Unity. However, all these are just words,
for description is not the described, which of course
has to be known on one’s own efforts as no amount
of explanation can take one there. No wonder
realized masters since ages have advocated for
practice, which is but the act of doing and knowing
for self.
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realization awakens in him the wisdom that nobody
is separate from him and therefore violence in
implicit or explicit form ceases completely for him.
With the disappearance of violence, he comes to
know what love is, which is but his true nature, else
all efforts at becoming loveable or expressing love
or being loveable is entirely meaningless,
worthless, showbiz and foolish for how there can
be love when man remains plagued with
competition, envy, hate, criticism, enmity, anger,
lust, greed, pride and several other vices.
If carefully observed, one would find that mind,
which is both matter and energy- matter being the
brain, and energy being the electrical fields set into
motion by man’s consciousness, is but the most
powerful. Though both body and mind as
constituents of the physical are responsible for the
physical existence of man, mind definitely has
greater impact on the physical and psychological
functioning of man in comparison to body. Having
understood this fact, realized masters of Kriya
Yoga lineage headed by Lahiri Mahaśaya
advocated the art of controlling or reining in the
mind primarily along with little reining in of the
physique since when mind becomes still, body is
bound to be still as in absence of commands from
the mind, body has nothing much to do unless its
state of rest is disturbed by the application of some
external force. No wonder, rishis and munis since
ages have confined themselves to secluded places
in forests or mountains or difficult terrains away
from the pandemonium of human contact in order
to remaining absorbed in sadhana for discovering
the self. In Kriya Yoga, Khecarī seems to be the
most significant, as upon attaining the state of
Khecarī, respiration stops on its own without any
effort leading thus to the cessation of mind-since as
long as breath is, mind will be. However, it is easier
said than done.

caught in memories and imaginations, with
memories pulling him to the past and imaginations
pushing him to the future, man never remains total
in the moment or ‘here and now’ and therefore
remains incapable of knowing That (unknown)
which is but, in the moment, - being totally new and
original. It may be noted that past is the only
movement and only when past is dropped, that is
past as the observer (of the present) ceases to be,
knowledge of the moment comes to man, which
according to Gurudev is That- the ultimate. This is
possible only when the mind stops- as with the past
coming to stop, time too stops- for the past is time.
It is worth mentioning here that movement starts
from the past, which is taken forward to future
through the present, believing that time is moving,
but the fact remaining that it is actually the past
which keeps moving. Time which is only the now
or very this moment is immovable since there
cannot be past or future time though the concept of
chronological time cannot be denied which is but
required in the physical world for day-to-day
functioning of man. Only the one having such
realization can enter the unexplored dimension of
Universality and become wise. Being wise is the
only essence of spirituality. A wise man alone is
compassionate since by being wise mind comes to
have the quality of heart making him thus harbinger
of love and freedom. A wise man alone realizes that
he is SATCHITANANDA, being man’s true
inherent nature, that ordinary man however fails to
and therefore keeps reeling in miseries. Such wise
men set themselves as examples for others to
follow and walk the path of spirituality which is but
for the wellbeing of the entire human race
summarized
best
as
VASUDEO
KUTAMBAKAM.
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So, it is found that not mind but its functioning is
the stumbling block in spirituality. A mind always
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ধমজযেযে কুরুযেযে
- অপমত চ্যাটার্জী

সংখযাতযে পক্রয়াযোগ

অবজ্ঞার পাে । এই ‘সংখযা প্রীপত’ ো আমরা সামাপর্ক

(1)

প্রপত আমার এই প্রযশ্ন িযয়যি, কারর্ পক্রয়ার স্তরও একপট
সংখযা । দে েত দবপশ সংখযক পক্রয়া অর্জন করযত সমথজ

পপরচ্য় িযলই আপম তাযক অবশযই

িযয়যি, দস তযতা দবপশ সম্মানীয় ।

একপট প্রশ্ন কযর থাপক- “আপপন দকান

মযন রাখা প্রযয়ার্ন, পক্রয়াযোগ র্াগপতকতা দথযক মুক্ত িবার

পক্রয়া কযরন?” । র্ানযত বড়ই সাধ িয়- পতপন গুরুযদযবর

মাধযম । তাই র্াগপতক দত পষ্টভপঙ্গ পদযয় এই দোগ পিপতযক

কাযি কতগুপল পক্রয়া প্রাপ্ত িযয়যিন । আমার মযত, দে

পবচ্ার করা সর্বজব অনু পচ্ত । দসই কারযর্ই দীো পদবযস

েতগুপল পক্রয়াপ্রাপ্ত িযয়যি, দস তত উচ্চ পক্রয়াযোগী; এবং

পক্রয়াবানযদর পদযয় প্রপতজ্ঞা কপরযয় দনওয়া িয়, ‘সবজদা

োরা দকাযনা উচ্চপক্রয়া প্রাপ্ত িনপন তাযদর দকাযনা দোগযতাই

নীপতগতভাযব চ্লব’ এবং ‘গুরুযদব িাড়া কাযরা সাযথ পক্রয়া

দনই । তাই োর এই সংখযাপট েত দবপশ, তার প্রপত আমার

পনযয় দকান আযলাচ্না করব না ‘। এিাড়াও দে পবপধ পনযষ্ধ

সম্মান প্রদশজনও তত দবপশ । এইরূপ দবশ ভাযলাই চ্লপিল

সংক্রান্ত কাগর্ দদওয়া িয় তাযতও প্রথম পনযদজশ িযলা ‘সবজদা

। িোৎ এক পক্রয়াবানযক এই প্রশ্ন করায় পতপন উত্তর দদন –

দগাপনীয়তা বর্ায় রাখা’ । তাই এই দোগপবদযা বু ঝযত িযল

“গুরুযদব কতপা কযর ো পদযয়যিন ,তাই কপর ।“ বহু

এর পনয়ম পালন অবশযই কতজবয । দসই পনপরযখ অনয

পীড়াপীপড়র পযরও পতপন আমায় কাপিত সংখযাপট র্ানাযলন

পক্রয়াবাযদর এই প্রশ্ন ‘নীপতগত ভাযব চ্লা’ এবং ‘দগাপনীয়তা

না, এবং আমায় স্মরর্ কপরযয় পদযলন দীো পদবযস

বর্ায় রাখা’ এই দু ই প্রপতজ্ঞার পবরুিাচ্রর্ বযলই মযন িয়|

গুরুযদযবর কাযি পক প্রপতজ্ঞা কযরপিলাম – “গুরুযদব িাড়া

(2)

অনয কাযরা সাযথ পক্রয়া পনযয় আযলাচ্না করযবা না ।“ সপতযই
দতা- “এ পক করপিলাম আপম?”, এ দতা সপতযই বড় অনু পচ্ত

েখনই আপম দকান উচ্চ পক্রয়া লাভ কপর, মযন বড়ই পুলক

কার্ । তযব প্রশ্ন িযে, এ পবকার আমার মযধয প্রযবশ করল

র্াযগ । অনযরা োরা একসাযথ পক্রয়া লাভ কযরপিল, তাযদর

পকভাযব? এই পবকাযরর উৎস সন্ধাযনর প্রযচ্ষ্টাই এই প্রবযন্ধ

প্রপত েু গপৎ করুর্া ও তাপেযলযর ভাব আযস । এ পবষ্যয়

করা িযয়যি ।

মাযঝ মাযঝ আপম সবজসমযে আস্ফালনও কযর থাপক । পনয়ম

বস্তুতঃ আমরা সংখযাযক বড়ই ভাযলাবাপস ।

দিাটযবলায়

পবদযালযয় এই সংখযার পভপত্তযত দের্ীপবভাগ করা িযতা ।
পরীোয় দে েত দবপশ সংখযা অর্জন করযত পারযব, তার
দোগযতা তত দবপশ । পরবতজী র্ীবযন এই সংখযাযক
প্রপতস্থাপপত করল ‘অথজ’ সংখযা । দে বযপক্তর অথজ ও প্রপতপপত্ত

ভঙ্গ কযর উচ্চ পক্রয়ার অভযাসও সবজসমযে িযয় থাযক (জ্ঞাত
বা অজ্ঞাতসাযর), োযত সবাই আমায় উচ্চ পক্রয়াবান পিসাযব
সম্মান ও েিার দচ্াযখ দদযখ । আমার মযন িয়- েতযবপশ
উচ্চ পক্রয়া লাভ িযব বযপক্ত তত দবপশ শপক্তশালী দোগী
পিযসযব আিপ্রকাশ করযব ।

েত দবপশ, সমার্ তাযক তত দবপশ েিার দচ্াযখ দদযখ । আর

আপম ভুযলই োই - বযপক্তর পক্রয়া পনযত আসা ‘তাঁযক’

োর অথজ দনই- তার সম্মানও দনই, সকযলর কাযি দস

ভাযলাযবযস । তাঁযক র্ানার ইোযতই বযপক্ত পক্রয়া পনযত
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আযস এবং সাধন পযথ প্রবত ত িয় । পকন্তু পকিু কাল োবৎ
অভযাযসর পর পিপত প্রাপপ্তযকই র্ীবযনর একমাে লেয বযল
ভ্রাপন্ত শুরু িয় । তাইযতা, আযবযগর অপতশযেয মাযঝ মাযঝ
পক্রয়াবান বন্ধুযদর আপম পর্যজ্ঞস কযর থাপক – “তুপম দকান
পক্রয়া কযরা?” মযনর ভাবপট এইরূপ- তুপম আমার দথযক
উচ্চস্তরীয় না পনম্নস্তরীয় দসটা আমায় বু যঝ পনযত িযব ।
উচ্চস্তরীয় িযল তাযক সম্মান পদযয় চ্পল; পনম্নস্তরীয় িযল তার
প্রপত পনযর্র কততজত্ব পবস্তাযরর দচ্ষ্টা চ্যল, তাযক পবপভন্ন ধরযনর
উপযদশ পদযয় তার পশেক িযয় বপস । আবার অগ্রসর
পক্রয়াবানযদর দথযক পরবতজী পিপত দর্যন দনওয়ার উৎসািও
বড় প্রবল ।

আসপক্ত,

তািযল ‘েথাথজ দোগী দক?’ এ প্রযশ্নর উত্তরও গীতাশাযস্ত্র
আযি:
দো মাং পশযপত সবজে সবজং চ্ মপয় পশযপত।
তসযািং ন প্রর্শযাপম স চ্ দম ন প্রর্শযপত।। 6/৩০।।
অথজ: “পেপন সবজে আমাযক দশজন কযরন এবং আমাযতই সমস্ত
বস্তু দশজন কযরন, আপম কখনও তাঁর দত পষ্টর অযগাচ্র িই না
এবং পতপনও আমার দত পষ্টর অযগাচ্র িন না ।“ [2]
সবজভূতপস্থতং দো মাং ভর্যতযকত্বমাপস্থতঃ।

সংসাযরর কাম, দক্রাধ, দলাযভর মযতা দোগপক্রয়ার পিপতর
প্রপত

(3)

এবং

পিপত

অনু োয়ী

পক্রয়াবানযদর

দের্ীপবভাগও এক প্রকার মায়া -ো বযপক্তযক লেযভ্রষ্ট কযর ।
এ পবষ্যয় গীতা বযলযিন:

সবজথা বতজমাযনািপপ স দোগী মপয় বতজযত।। 6/৩১।।
অথজ: “দে দোগী সবজভূযত পস্থত পরমািা রূযপ আমাযক দর্যন
আমার ভর্না কযরন, পতপন সবজ অবস্থাযতই আমাযত অবস্থান
কযরন ।“ [2]

নািং প্রকাশঃ সবজসয দোগমায়াসমাবত তঃ।
মূ য ািয়ং নাপভর্ানাপত দলাযকা মামর্মবযয়ম্।। 7/২৫।।

আযিৌপযমযন সবজে সমং পশযপত দোির্ুজন।
সু খং বা েপদ বা দু ঃখং স দোগী পরযমা মতঃ।। 6/৩২।।

অথজ: “সামানয বযপক্তর র্নয মায়া আবরর্ স্বরূপ, োর দ্বারা
পরমািা আবত ত থাযক দোগ সাধনা বু যঝ এযত প্রবত ত্ত িযত

অথজ: “দি অর্ুজন! পেপন সমস্ত র্ীযবর সু খ ও দু ঃখযক পনযর্র

িয় । তারপর দোগমায়া অথজাৎ দোগপক্রয়াও এক আবরর্

সু খ ও দু ঃযখর অনু রূপ সমানভাযব দশজন কযরন, আমার মযত

স্বরূপ ।[1]

পতপনই সবজযেষ্ঠ দোগী ।“ [2]
অথজাৎ দভদজ্ঞান রপিত িওয়া পক্রয়াবাযনর উন্নপতর র্নয
একান্ত কাময । প্রসঙ্গত উযেখয, পরম গুরুযদব শ্রী শ্রী
মাযিশ্বরী প্রসাদ দু যবপর্ ‘পক্রয়াযোগ রিসয’ গ্রযে উযেখ
কযরপিযলন, পক্রয়াযোযগর উযেশয মনযক আজ্ঞাচ্যক্র প্রযবশ
করাযনা, তা েপদ প্রথম পক্রয়াযত সম্ভব িয় তযব উচ্চ
পক্রয়াগুপলর প্রযয়ার্ন পযড় না । দকান সাধযকর ঈশ্বযরর সাযথ
একািতা পিপত প্রাপপ্তর উপর পনভজরশীল নয়, এখাযন

িযয়ও েপদ দকান পক্রয়াবাযনর মযধয পস্থরত্ব আযস পন,
দসযেযে তার পকিু ই িয়পন ।
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অনু রাগই মুখয । প্রসঙ্গত উযেখয পরমিংস দোগানন্দপর্ও
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কাময, পিপত দসখাযন দগৌর্ । দেখাযন পিপত এবং পিপতগত
দের্ীপবভাগ মুখয, দসখাযন পক্রয়াযোগ পপরর্ত িয় পকিু দোগ
বযায়াযমর পিপতযত । এইরূপ দোগ বযায়াম পকিু শারীপরক
স্বাযস্থযন্নপত করযত পাযর সযন্দি দনই, তযব তা পদযয় লেযপ্রাপপ্ত
সু দূর পরািত বযলই মযন িয় ।
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[2].
https://krishnalela.blogspot.com/2019/03/srima
d-bhagavad-gita-in-bengali-chapter.html
[3]. শ্রী মাযিশ্বরী প্রাসাদ দু যব, পক্রয়াযোগ রিসয.

কততজ্ঞতা স্বীকার:

[4]. https://www.yoganiketan.net/
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অপমতাভ দত্ত, অপভর্য় পমে, সু র্য় পবশ্বাস, দীপাঞ্জন দদ
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“GURU KRIPA”
How to receive and perceive it?
- Ambarish Verma
चैतन्यः शाश्वतः शानतो व्यमातीतो ननरञ्जनः
निन्दु नाद कलातीतो तस्मै श्री गुरिे नमः ॥

Salutations to that glorious Guru who is eternal consciousness itself, the very essence
of peace, the essence of all realities, the primordial sound, untouched by ignorance
and transcending all parts.

uru’s kripa or Guru’s grace is often not understood by many new kriyāvāns. Very often we hear them
asking how to receive Guru kripa and how it works. I would like to share my experience about the
same in this article which might be of help to other kriyāvāns.
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We receive Guru kripa the moment Guru decides to take us under his/her care by initiating us. Since the
moment of initiation, Guru kripa is always on from Guru’s side. Now it becomes our responsibility to work
towards being receptive enough so that it becomes our experience and part of our perception. Something which
we have not experienced ourselves can never become a part of our perception. Even if we have read or heard
other kriyāvān’s experience about Guru kripa, unless it becomes an experiential thing for ourselves, it can
only be treated as stories, which might not add any significant meaning to our own life and journey as a seeker.
So, what can a Kriyāvān do to prepare oneself to receive Guru kripa and perceive the same?
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We know there are four different paths to realize one’s ultimate nature which are bhakti, jnana, karma and
kriya representing our emotions, mind, body and energy respectively. For a seeker his/her Guru is the
embodiment of the ultimate nature or creation itself. Hence a seeker can use bhakti, jnana, karma and kriya to
become receptive towards Guru kripa. It must be clarified that these four paths of achieving this are not
separate from each other. The only thing is at some point one aspect may be more dominant over others in a
seeker’s journey.
Bhakti towards Guru arises from the deep emotional involvement with the Guru. It begins from the moment
Guru initiates a seeker. Initiation means that a seeker has committed themselves to the path and guidance
shown by their Guru. It is not possible to have such a commitment without a deep sense of emotional
involvement. Hence, bhakti is naturally there towards your Guru as it shows your commitment to the Guru’s
teachings. A seeker can show his/her bhakti towards Guru through devotion and faith in their Guru.
Jnana deals with the mind of a seeker. It has three steps which are shravana (श्रवण), manana (मनन), and
Nididhyasana (नननिध्यासन). The first step shravana (श्रवण) involves hearing and reading your Guru’s teachings
though which a Guru provides guidance to the seeker about their ultimate nature. The second step manana
(मनन) literally means to reflect, ponder and contemplate the truth about your ultimate nature as described by
your Guru. Using manana process a seeker can expand the horizon of their understanding and be closer to
receive their Guru’s kripa. The third step in jnana path Nididhyasana (नननिध्यासन) is the result of shravana and
manana. It means paying attention to the wisdom arising out of shravan and manana of your Guru’s teachings
and trying to work on them to be more receptive for Guru kripa.
Karma is using the teachings and guidance provided by your Guru and bring them into action by practicing
them in your daily life. Karma deals with body of a seeker and hence it can help prepare ourselves to physically
receive Guru kripa readying ourselves with our actions.
Kriya is all about transforming our life energies. During initiation, a Guru begins the process of this energy
transformation by energizing his disciple by opening their third eye briefly to give them a taste and experience
of their true self. A seeker should work and strive towards realizing their true nature by following the path
shown by their Guru. For a kriyavan, doing regular kriya practice faithfully ultimately prepares him/her to
receive and perceive Guru kripa.
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I would like to share my experience on receiving Guru kripa. During the period of February-April 2022, my
wife was seriously ill and was hospitalized. I and many kriyavan’s who have known my wife requested our
Guruji Yogacharya Dr. Sudhin Ray to help her. Even though my wife was yet to be initiated in the kriya,
Guruji helped her recover, out of compassion for all our pleas.
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Hence, a seeker can become more receptive for Guru kripa and realize their ultimate nature using bhakti,
jnana, karma and kriya, which represents their emotions, mind, body and energy respectively. A seeker using
their emotions, mind, body and energies can heighten their perception towards Guru kripa, which can help
them eventually realize their ultimate nature.
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Guruji even asked kriyavan’s present in the ashram on Mahashivaratri Day (01st March 2022) to perform kriya
for my wife.
Even though I had been present in the hospital for the entire period of my wife’s hospitalization, I used to
perform kriya while sitting in my parked car. On the 02nd March 2022 afternoon, my wife suffered a cardiac
arrest and was revived by doctors after CPR process. After doing kriya that night I prayed to Guruji, Yogiraj
Lahiri Mahasay and Mahavatar Babaji Maharaj to take half of my prana (life energy) and transfer it to my
wife if needed to save her life.
Suddenly after my such prayer, I felt an upsurge of energy like a giant tower of blinding white light rising
from my Muladhara to Svādhiṣṭhāna to Maṇipūra to Anāhata to Viśuddhi to Ajna and leaving my body via
Sahasrara. After this experience my body become numb and I felt loss of energy. I realized something
wonderful has happened and my prayer has been heard. Later when I met Guruji in June 2022 and saw the
drawings made by him behind the Yogācārya Maheshwari Prasad Dubey Ji's book - Kriyāyoga Rahasya, - I
found a visual representation of what had happened to me on that day.
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The image is shown below for all kriyāvān’s reference –
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After the night I experienced this, my close friend and Guru bhai Shri Sudeep Kumar Chakravarty’s motherin-law who is also initiated in the Kriya by our Guruji had an experience while doing kriya. She was not
aware about my wife’s condition. Still while doing Nabhi kriya, she had a vision of my wife’s hospital bed.
She saw that my wife was surrounded from both the sides by Mahavatar Babaji Maharaj and Yogiraj Lahiri
Mahaśaya and both of them were writing ॐ (Om) all over my wife’s body. She saw that the biggest ॐ (Om)
was written over her heart and stomach area which were affected the most by her illness. Then she saw that
Guruji appeared from behind Yogiraj Lahiri Mahaśaya, and her vision concluded. When I told Guruji about
her vision, he said ‘ठीक ही तो है’.
Post this experience, my ability to perceive even subtle changes in the environment around me was
heightened and I could feel the slightest shift in the planet’s energy. Even while doing pranayama while
facing the rising and setting Sun with closed eyes, I experienced multiple times that a miniature Sun has
entered my body via Sahasrara and after passing through Ajna and Viśuddhi settled in Anāhata. At such a
time, this mini Sun was energizing every cell in my body and covering them with Ojas. This energy never
went below the Anāhata chakra region, and when I asked Guruji about the same he said since below Anāhata
is Kaliyuga, no purest form of energy will go below it.
My wife also during her hospitalization once had a vision of Guruji hovering over her bed in padmāsana
(पद्मासन) position. Guruji was always present near her in his subtle (सक्ष्ु म) form. Due to Guru kripa, my wife
was able to recover from this ordeal successfully and was later initiated by Guruji in kriya. I was also able
to witness this miracle (चमत्कार) of Guruji and experience the rise of kundalini shakti through all chakras.
Guruji asked me to write about my experience for the benefit of all kriyāvāns, and hence this article. May
we all be able to perceive Guru kripa in our daily life as I have been fortunate enough to do so. I don’t have
better words to express my gratitude for Guruji’s kripa which took even a toll on his health than to chant
with folded hands

ॐ अखण्डमण्डलाकारं व्याप्तं येन चराचरम्
तत्पदं दर्शितं येन तस्मै श्रीगुरवे नमः
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Salutations to that glorious Guru who has shown me the reality of the pervasive, unbroken infinite mandala
of moveable and immovable beings
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Kabir Ke Dohe
- Saket Shrivastava
Moko Kahan Dhundhere Bande, Main To Tere Paas Mein
Na Main Dewal Na Main Masjid, Na Kabe Kailash Mein
Na To Kaune Kiriya Karm Mein, Nahin Yog Vairag Mei
Khoji Hoye To Turatte Milihe, Pal Bhar Ki Talash Mein
Kahey Kabir Suno Bhai Sadho, Sab Saason Ki Saans Mein
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No wonder Kabirdas sarcastically remarks that That is neither in Kailash (the most sacred place of Hindus)
nor in Kaaba (the most sacred place of Muslims) nor in the execution of religious practices, rituals, sacrifices,
customs, belief systems, etc nor in the renunciation of materialistic world nor in the carrying out of bodily
and/or mental exercises because the same can be known in a flash of moment if sādhaka is alert enough in
understanding the false as the false and accordingly dropping them all at once thus coming face to face with
the Truth. Truth being That which is eternal is in every breath and without which there is no breath is otherwise
the all-pervading Prana whose manifestation is breath itself that doing no work on its own is however the
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hough at the first instance this message of Kabirdas appears to be meant for all and sundry, yet on
having a closer look it would be found that the message is directed at Bhai Sadho or sādhaka and not
for common man. It is because unlike common man sādhaka alone is dedicated to the enquiry or quest
of Truth for which he is ready to lead a righteous life, the same being the right foundation for meditation which
in turn is the gateway to knowing That- That which is unknowable and undecipherable by all possible means
of knowing as knowledge being necessarily of the past prevents it from flowering (itself) that is but always in
the here and now in every breath (of man) and extremely close to him or in fact closest to him but whom man
keeps searching ignorantly in his mind-made places of location viz temples, mosques, etc.
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cause behind every work and in whose absence, all works and in fact life ceases to be. However, understanding
of the Shashwat as the only passive choice less observer of the being is understandable only by sādhaka gaining
stasis in the moment by being the moment itself which is but the ultimate Truth.
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It is so because common man cannot understand That in the very first place itself and therefore carrying out
of certain practices, customs, belief systems, mental and/or physical exercises, reading of scriptures, etc
besides visiting places of worship along with worldly seclusion (though not blindly) in the early phase of life
may not definitely be ruled out. It is because the vibration of such places and/or vibration arising out of such
practices and/or acts are primarily sātvik that have every possibility of inducing in man a sātvik bent of mind
which is but imperative for enquiring into the mystery behind all such belief systems and practices. This
definitely can set out the roadmap for such inquisitive man to being a sādhaka keen and ready to enquire into
the Truth to whom Kabirdas has referred to in this quote.
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Order Ashram books and publications from our Website
www.rykym.org
ABOUT “ANWESHAN”
Anweshan is the editorial mouthpiece of RYKYM. This magazine is being
published for readers interested in Kriya Yoga and spirituality. Please
send your suggestions/ feedbacks on articles published in the magazine
at info@rykym.org
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